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IN HIS NAME 

I.VOCABULARY : 

A.Fill in the blanks in the following conversation with the given 

words: 

(pains_distinguished_physician_pity_founded ) 

Maryam :Who is that man in the picture ? 

Doctor : He is doctor Gharib .He was a famous ….1…… . 

Maryam :Is he the doctor who …..2…. this center ? 

Doctor :Yes , he was a generous man and spared no ….3…. to cure the sick children . 

Maryam : Was he known as a ……4…… university professor ? 

Doctor :Yes , he taught medicine to thousands of students . 

 

B . Select the best choice : 

5 . You should circle the dictionary …….. for the word “provide “  . 

a)strategy   b)elementary  c)diary   d)entry 

6 .When you recognize prefixes and suffixes , you can ……. out the meaning of many 

new words . 

a)work   b)recommend  c)suppose   d)put 

7 .The little boy was sitting on his mother’s ……. . 

a)pigeon   b)lap    c)temperature  d)tear 

8 .Hafez is known to be the ……. for many poets around the world . 

a)confirmation  b)heritage   c)inspiration  d)belongings 
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C. Match the definitions with the words :    a)dedicated 

9 . stop being angry with some one      b)wonder 

10 . feeling of surprise and admiration      c)avoid 

11 . stay away from some one or some thing     d)forgive 

12 . some one who works hard because he cares about some thing d)application 

II . Grammar : 

A . Select the best choice for the blanks in the conversation : 

Teacher : Have you read the book…..13…. Maryam Mirzakhani wrote ? 

David : Yes. Is that right  she was the first woman….14… got the famous prize? 

Teacher : Yes , and the man…15… picture I showed you yesterday is another Iranian 

that got the prize . 

David :Sorry I’ve forgotten his name .Can you tell me ……16…. the prize was given ? 

13 .a)who   b)which   c)whose   d)whom 

14 .a)who   b)when   c)where   d)why 

15.a)whose  b)who   c)whom   d)which 

17 .a)who   b)which   c)in which   d)to whom 

B . Write the correct form of the verbs : 

 The first Persian dictionary …..17…. (compile ) around 1000 years ago.Asadi 

Toosi compiled the dictionary which was named Loghat-e- Fors .The entries 

…18…(arrange ) according to final letters of the words .This dictionary …19… (have ) 

synonyms and explanations that …20…. (use ) by young poets at that time . 

III .Writing : 

21 . Rearrange these sentences and make an acceptable 

paragraph: 

A. so , it is essential to know how to use a dictionary . 

B. Dictionaries give the user information such as spelling and definition . 

C . and it gives examples of how to use the words correctly . 

D . but there are different kinds of dictionaries and we should choose the right one . 
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22 . There are four errors in this text .Find them and write the 

correct form in your answer sheet : 

 My grand mother is difficult of hearing, so I have to talk with her loudly .Yesterday 

, while I was eating a sandwich , she was sitting at the sofa and was studying a 

newspaper . She advised me not to eat quick food.I promised to listen to her advice 

because I respect her a lot . 

23 . Make two questions for the following passage and answer 

them: 

 Many products are developed each year .Scientists invented the light bulb , 

camera and telephone by working hard . But not all products are developed by hard 

work . For example Alexander Fleming discovered penicillin by accident . 

Who………………………………………………….? 

 

How………………………………………………….? 

Complete the following sentences with appropriate tag question : 

24 . Hamed hardly ever answers any questions , ………..? 

25 . I am your best friend , ……. ? 

26 . They had to rewrite all the sentences , ………. ? 

27 . You haven’t done your homework ,………..? 

Cloze Passage : 

 It is very important for us to respect our elders . Elders were not….28…. elders , 

they were kids like us . If today we respect them , our present and future…..29….will 

carry those values . Elders have a lot to …30… with us , their life experiences their 

failures and their successes and many more .Thus we need to care for ….31….. 

.because they deserve to be cared for .Respect and care for our elders start with our 

parents . 

28 .a)bear   b)bore   c)born  d)bears 

29 . a)generations b)arrangements  c)introductions d)combinations 

30 . a)share  b)end    c)wear  d)bless 

31 . a)they   b)them   c)their  d)theirs 
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Reading Passage : 

 Human beings used speech as a means of communication long before writing 

was invented .Writing represents , or symbolizes the sounds we make when we speak 

. Written language is usually more formal than speech . In a typical conversation , a 

speaker will stop and start , leave a sentence unfinished , and say “err’ or “umm ‘when 

thinking what to say next .Written language , by contrast , is much more tidy and 

organized . If you were to write exactly what people were saying in a casual 

conversation ,you would end up with a very rough and untidy piece of writing . 

 Also , in a conversation , speakers often predict what some one is about to say 

next, and interrupt or talk at the same time as another person . 

 When you speak ,you can add color to what you say in a number of ways .You 

can make your voice louder so that it can  have real effect ; you can stress certain 

important words or phrases so that listeners pay special attention to them. You can 

change the pace at which you speak , speeding up or slowing down can make your 

speech more interesting .Experienced public speakers use these techniques . In every 

day speech these techniques naturally make our conversation living and more 

interesting  . 

32 . How can we add color to what we say ? 

33 . Based on the text which sentence is not true ? 

a)In writing people can interrupt the writer           

b)in a conversation we can stress important words                        

c)speeding up or slowing down make the speech interesting       

d)while talking, a speaker may leave a sentence unfinished 

34 . According to the passage , writing is a representation of………. 

a)an unfinished sentence   b)what someone is trying to say 

c)what we say after thinking   d)the sounds we produce when we speak 

35 . Using speaking techniques makes our conversation not natural and boring . 

a)T        b)F  

36 . Oral language is more formal and much more tidy . 

a)T        b)F       

               




